SHOTGUN BREACHING TECHNIQUES

8 HOURS OF TRAINING OVER 1 DAY

SCHEDULE

DAY 1
• BREACHING SHOTGUNS AND REQUIRED MODIFICATIONS
• TYPES OF FRANGIBLE PROJECTILES CURRENTLY AVAILABLE
• BREACHING TECHNIQUES
• TACTICS ASSOCIATED WITH IMPLEMENTING SHOTGUN BREACHING
• DEVELOPING A SHOTGUN BREACHING SOP
  • PRACTICAL APPLICATION
  • EQUIPMENT ACCOUNTABILITY

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

• Understand how shotgun breaching can enhance the overall forced entry capability of a tactical unit
• Be familiar with currently available commercially manufactured frangible shotshells
• Know the capabilities and limitations of shotgun breaching
• Have a working knowledge of specialized breaching shotguns and modified versions of standard-issue shotgun
• Be capable of safely deploying, engaging and defeating selected targets with frangible shotshells